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"EVOLUTrOX of thi-- ,

WEST."
XOKTir- -

A friend of Tin: Cmtoxieu: 1ms

called our attention to a
well written article in

remarkably j n inferior j

the .A for can found in eastern '

number of the Overlnnd Monthly on

the "Evolution of the Northwest."
The article has a special interest for
the of The Dalles for two
reasons: Its author is the Rev. Y.

A. Terry who organized the Congre-

gational church at this place in lSfii),

and was its first pastor; and it gives
special attention to the natural re-

sources of this district, viewisi", them
in the light of a companion picture
to the low estimate that was placed
on them In early American tourists

settlers. The article is intensely
interesting throughout, and our onh
regret is that lack ot space prevents
us from reprinting it in full. The
following extract, on Mr. Terry
calls one of the minor resources of
the Northwest, will help people at a

distance to become better acquainted
with this young and marvelous
country :

One of the minor resources of the
Iforthwest is found in its adaptation,
both in soil and climate, to fruit.
Every variety can be grown in

the temperate zone nourishes hue to
perfection. "Ye have no fear of
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fruit bears transportation with so
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fruit is manifestly the "survival of
the fittest."
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